Abstract. We investigate the relation between stability and continuous dependence for a nonlinearly elastic body at equilibrium. We show that solutions of the governing equations that lie in a convex, stable set of deformations depend continuously on the body forces and the surface tractions. The definition of stability used is essentially due to Hadamard.
1. Introduction. In this note we consider the relation between stability and continuous dependence for a nonlinearly elastic body at equilibrium. We show that solutions of the governing equations that lie in a convex, uniformly Hadamard-stable set of deformations depend continuously on the body forces and surface tractions.
Gurtin and Spector [1] have shown that Hadamard stability is also sufficient for uniqueness of solutions of the governing equations. Thus uniqueness and continuous dependence follow from the same assumptions.
Hadamard stability of a set Q of deformations is the requirement that for some a > 0
for every deformation / in Q and every variation u. Here A is the elasticity tensor, the derivative of the stress response function with respect to the deformation gradient, while 96 is the region of space occupied by the body in a fixed reference configuration.
2. The response function. Stability. We consider a body 96 and we identify 96 with the properly regular1 region of R3 it occupies in a fixed reference configuration. Here det is the determinant and V the gradient operator in [R3. In particular, V/ is the tensor field with components (V/% = df/dxj.
We assume that the body is elastic with smooth response function S. Thus
gives the (Piola-Kirchhoff) stress at any point xel when the body is deformed by f Writing F for V/(x) we define the elasticity tensor A(F, x): Lin -<■ Lin by2
A(F,x) = dFS(F,x).
(1)
For convenience we write S(Vf) and A(Vf) for the fields on 0$ with values S(Vf(x), x) and A(Vf(x), x) respectively. Definition [1] , A set Q <= Def is (uniformly) Hadamard-stable or simply H-stable if for some a > 0 Vu ■ A(Vf)Vu > a||Vu||2,w
f for all f e Q and variations u, in which case we write stab(Q) for the largest a with this property.
In the above inequality where for any T, V e Lin, ||Vw||hm =| Vm • Vw * V ' 7 = £ Vij'I'ij. i. j
We will also have occasion to use the L2-norm of vector fields over 3d and y;
Remark. The above notion of stability is essentially due to Hadamard3 [3, p. 252] . For a further discussion of stability cf. [1] and [4] .
Gurtin and Spector [1] have shown that there is a neighborhood of the reference configuration which is uniformly H-stable if either:
(a) the reference configuration is positive and natural4; or (b) S> -d3d and the reference configuration is homogeneous and strongly elliptic. 
J<a for all variations u; and 2 We use Lin to denote the space of linear transformations from R3 into R3. 3 Hadamard stability is a static "criterion" for stability and its precise relation to dynamic stability is unclear. Eq. (2) cannot hold for all deformations, since global uniqueness would then follow.
4 A natural configuration whose elasticity tensor is positive definite when restricted to symmetric tensors.
(ii) the displacement boundary condition f = d on 3>.
Here, d e C°(S(, 1R3) is the surface deformation, s e IR3) the surface traction, and b e R3) the body force. The triplet (d, s, b) will be referred to as the data, while a deformation /e Def that satisfies (3) and (4) Note that the definition of stability is independent of the data although it does depend on 3>, the domain of d. 
* a* '' Convexity here is with respect to the linear structure in C'(, Since Q is convex, (/ + <*u) e t) and therefore (2) gives us stab(n)||V«||21(a) < f Vu ■ A(Vf+ H Vw) V«.
Next, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, where > 0 depends only on 38. Remark. It is clear from the proof of the theorem that the L2-norm of (/ -/) can be replaced by the H'-norm:
